Helping power generation companies to better operate, analyze and optimize their operations

Changing market dynamics are driving utility companies to business model evolutions. Agilization, operational productivity, asset flexibility, and new growth are high priority for companies to drive digital solutions to help them evolve.

Optimize Plant Operations with APM From GE Digital

GE Digital’s APM (Asset Performance Management) software helps utilities improve profitability with predictive analytics and proven automation that optimize their equipment integrity and O&M efficiency.

Deploy a Holistic Asset Management Practice

- Get a common view of equipment health to align across departmental data-driven decision-making.
- Evaluate risk and asset criticality using systematic methods and models.
- Reduce O&M costs by using condition and asset risk-based maintenance planning.
- Eliminate defects through predictive analytics using asset-specific content to anticipate asset failures.
- Prioritize work orders and scheduling through integrated work planning. Receive guided execution for optimized maintenance.
- Manage incidents to full resolution through action tracking. Get recommendations to determine mitigation strategies.
- Evaluate risk and asset criticality using systematic methods & models.

APM Drives Business Process Automation Through Data Driven Practices

- Eliminate defects through predictive analytics using asset-specific content to anticipate asset failures.
- Prioritize work orders and scheduling through integrated work planning. Receive guided execution for optimized maintenance.
- Manage incidents to full resolution through action tracking. Get recommendations to determine mitigation strategies.
- Evaluate risk and asset criticality using systematic methods & models.

APM can deliver an annual value of $480K USD

- $60k/yr O&M cost reduction
- $100k/yr Staff Productivity
- $70k/yr Improved profit opportunity
- $250k/yr Unplanned maintenance cost avoidance

See what GE Digital can do for your company

www.ge.com/digital

Find Out More